
UC CAM80UM-1

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS

 

4K Huddle/Conference webcam
with autofocus

The 13MP UC CAM80UM featuring 2D and 3D denoising
technologies delivers sensational smoothness and detail,
even in low light conditions. An integrated 2 microphone
array detects audio from up to 4 metres away. Easy to set-
up and supporting 360-degree horizontal rotation with 10-
degree angle adjustment, this huddle space camera
supports all the leading conferencing software like Zoom,
Skype, Microsoft Teams and more.
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80° field of view
The field of view means the viewable area one
can see through the camera lens. It translates
directly to how much of your meeting space will
be visible to the participants joining remotely. An
80° FoV is perfect for huddle spaces which
usually seat two to four people.

2D & 3D Digital Noise
Reduction
Delivering high image quality, these two image
denoising technologies combined ensure crisp
and clear visuals for video and photos, even in
low light conditions.

Auto-focus & TLens®
With the TLens® technology guaranteeing
seamless transitions, your camera can quickly
focus on your face, from the moment you sit in
front of the lens to start the meeting.  

Clear, crisp and natural
audio
Featuring an advanced noise reduction
algorithm, the integrated 2-element mic array
detects audio from up to 4 metres away,
delivering high quality audio free from any
annoying background noise or distortion.

JELLEMZŐK
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Camera

Pixels 13M

Natív felbontás 4K UHD

Supported
resolutions

2160p/30fps, 1440p/30fps, 1080p/30fps

Diagonal field of view
(dFoV)

80°

Focus mode auto

Aperture 2.2

Audio

Number of
microphone arrays

2

Voice pickup distance 4m

Voice pickup angle 180°

Connectivity

Camera USB Type-C

MECHANIKUS

Hajlásszög ≤10°

Forgatás 360°

FENNTARTHATÓSÁG

Előírások CE, RoHS támogatás, ErP, WEEE, HATÓTÁVOLSÁG

MÉRETEK / SÚLY

Termék méretei Sz x
H x M

117 x 53.5 x 48.5mm

Doboz mértei Sz x H x
M

154 x 86 x 82mm

Súly (doboz nélkül) 0.16kg

Súly (dobozzal) 0.31kg

EAN kód 4948570033003

KAPCSOLÓDÓ INFORMÁCIÓK

Kapcolódó termékek UC CAM120ULB-1, UC CAM120UL-1, UC CAM180UM-1, UC CAM75FS-1, UC
SPK01M, UC SPK01L

SPECIFIKÁCIÓ
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